
LINKAGES

 Model: ENG-M02

Learn how by connecting many levers together
you can create models with complex motion.
Learn how such links can be applied on various
machines and build 6 working models including
a mechanical extendable arm, a lifting platform,
a pantograph, a moving figures toy, a folding
ladder and a parallel weighting scale. A 36 page
activity book is included with innovative
experiments and detailed explanation of the
different technological principles applied!
Booklet with detailed building instructions also
included.

WHEELS

 Model: ENG-M03

Learn how wheels use friction to move objects
easily and how turning wheels can help move
around corners. Also how big wheels compare
to small wheels. Build 5 models including a
tractor, a motorcycle, a door, a car with
steering wheels and a car lift. A 36 page activity
book is included with innovative experiments
and detailed explanation of the different
technological principles applied! Booklet with
detailed building instructions also included.

INCLINED PLANES
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 Model: ENG-M04

Learn how an Inclined Plane can be used to lift
heavy objects and how is used in every day
applications. Build 5 models including a splitting
wedge, an automatic ramp with a car, an airport
staircase and a car with crane. A 36 page
activity book is included with innovative
experiments and detailed explanation of the
different technological principles applied!
Booklet with detailed building instructions also
included.

PULLEYS

 Model: ENG-M05

Learn how pulleys can be used to transfer force
with reduced friction and how to increase force
or speed at amazing levels. Build 5 working
models including an oil drill, a stationary bike,
cranes, bridges and a machine blender. A 36
page activity book is included with innovative
experiments and detailed explanation of the
different technological principles applied!
Booklet with detailed building instructions also
included.

CAMS & CRANKS

 Model: ENG-M06

Learn how you can transmit power using Cams
and Cranks are how these can be used to
convert reciprocal to linear motion. Build 5
models including an oil drill, a flying eagle, a
crane and a moving figure. A 36 page activity
book is included with innovative experiments
and detailed explanation of the different
technological principles applied! Booklet with
detailed building instructions also included.
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GEARS

 Model: ENG-M07

Learn how gears can easily reduce or increase
speed, change Force, or transfer motion from
one position to another. Build 6 working
models, a gearbox, a hand drill, an egg beater,
a helicopter, a rotating sign post and a high
speed fan. A 36 page activity book is included
with innovative experiments and detailed
explanation of the different technological
principles applied! Booklet with detailed building
instructions also included.

SCREWS

 Model: ENG-M08

Learn how worm gears are used to greatly
lower rotational speed and how screws can
convert circular to linear motion while greatly
increasing force. Build 5 working models, a
screw press, a folding lifting platform, 2 cranes
and a vice. A 36 page activity book is included
with innovative experiments and detailed
explanation of the different technological
principles applied! Booklet with detailed building
instructions also included.

Mechanical Drum
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 Model: EDU-61001

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.

Flying Machine

 Model: EDU-61002

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.

Swing Bridge

 Model: EDU-61003

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.
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 Model: EDU-61004

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.

Multi-Barrel Cannon

 Model: EDU-61005

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.

Armored Car

 Model: EDU-61006

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.
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 Model: EDU-61007

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.

Self-Propelled Cart

 Model: EDU-61008

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.

Catapult

 Model: EDU-61009

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.
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 Model: EDU-61010

The scientific genius of Leonardo da Vinci is
brought to life through these 10 articulated
models. The inventions that inspired these
snap-together replicas are taken from the pages
of da Vinci’s priceless and awe-inspiring
notebooks. All models are made of plastic and
require no special tools. Manuals are very
educational and teach how these inventions
have evolved into what they are today.

 Model: EDU-36899
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 Model: EDU-36920

 

 Model: EDU-37529

 

 Model: EDU-37373
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 Model: OWI-MSK613

Triple your fun in the sun with 3-in-1 Solar
Stallion. This solar-powered kit helps kids
understand the benefits of renewable energy
while creating their own fun, battery-free toy.
It’s exciting to watch solar energy make the
product come to life, and this hand-on approach
to science and building creates a tangible lesson
in solar energy for girls and boys alike. Young
horse lovers will especially enjoy assembling
and reassembling these easy-to-build equine
choices: ‘Horse Trainer’, ‘Pegasus’, or ‘Chariot’.

 Model: OWI-MSK679
Young astronomers will delight in OWI’s newest
Mini Solar Kit – as they build, paint and watch
their very own Solar System come to life with
real solar energy. Planets orbit around the
solar-paneled “sun” that drives a motor so the
planets actually move. This excellent
educational solar kit provides a hands-on lesson
about how solar power drives a motor. The kit
comes with 6 colors of opaque acrylic paint,
plus brush—which makes for the perfect
exercise in science and creativity.
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 Model: OWI-MSK614

Late nights and too much coffee have inspired
OWI’s geek squad (designers) to unleash their
cranial creativity in the form of a multifunctional
transforming solar robot kit. “T3” is an
intelligent mobile kit that requires no fossil fuel -
no batteries. Its animated movements are
activated by nature’s gift of sunshine. “T3”
easily transforms into three intergalactic
designs: Tank, Robot, and Scorpion. Easy
instructions and basic building skills are that’s
needed for young science fiction buffs to see
the benefits of solar energy before their very
eyes.

 Model: OWI-MSK680
All Aboard the fastest train under the sun! OWI
is proud to introduce their Solar Bullet Train
mini solar kit. This kit entices students and train
enthusiasts alike to learn about the
environmental benefits of renewable energy.
Two interlocking cars attach to the engine,
allowing young builders to focus on
self-motivation, perseverance and manipulation.
The Solar Bullet Train is an excellent beginner
building kit designed to teach how solar power
is used to drive a small motor. Its 18 parts snap
together and are secured with only four screws.
Train enthusiasts of all ages will enjoy building
this amazingly fast eco-friendly train and watch
it travel without rails.

 Model: OWI-371
Wooden, resin, and plastic dinosaur kits are
prehistoric…a thing of the past. OWI’s new
aluminum dinosaur kits replicate the
authenticated version of everyone’s fossil
favorites. Aspiring paleontologists can choose
from three Jurassic buddies:
T-Rex,Stegosaurus, or Triceratops. With soft
pre-punched aluminum parts, screws, nuts, and
assembly tools included, young builders can
easily create a sturdy and durable dino delight.
These dinosaur kits are a great way to get
children interested in kit building and amaze
themselves with their accomplishments.
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 Model: OWI-372
Wooden, resin, and plastic dinosaur kits are
prehistoric…a thing of the past. OWI’s new
aluminum dinosaur kits replicate the
authenticated version of everyone’s fossil
favorites. Aspiring paleontologists can choose
from three Jurassic buddies:
T-Rex,Stegosaurus, or Triceratops. With soft
pre-punched aluminum parts, screws, nuts, and
assembly tools included, young builders can
easily create a sturdy and durable dino delight.
These dinosaur kits are a great way to get
children interested in kit building and amaze
themselves with their accomplishments.

 Model: OWI-373
Wooden, resin, and plastic dinosaur kits are
prehistoric…a thing of the past. OWI’s new
aluminum dinosaur kits replicate the
authenticated version of everyone’s fossil
favorites. Aspiring paleontologists can choose
from three Jurassic buddies: T-Rex,
Stegosaurus, or Triceratops. With soft
pre-punched aluminum parts, screws, nuts, and
assembly tools included, young builders can
easily create a sturdy and durable dino delight.
These dinosaur kits are a great way to get
children interested in kit building and amaze
themselves with their accomplishments.
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